
Math 5750/6880-3, Assignment 8, Mar. 11, 2016

1. We briefly discussed in class the old French game of Le Her. Here are the
rules: The game is a two-person zero-sum game played with a standard 52-card
deck. Cards are ranked from lowest to highest in the order A, 2, 3, . . . , 10, J,
Q, K, and suits are ignored. A card is dealt face down to each player, and each
player may look only at his own card. The object of the game is to have the
higher-ranking card at the end of play. First, player I, if he is not satisfied with
his card, can require that player II exchange cards with him. The only exception
to this rule occurs when player II has a king (K), in which case the exchange
is void. Second, player II, if he is not satisfied with his card, whether it be his
original card or a new card obtained in exchange with player I, can exchange
it for the next card in the deck. The only exception to this rule occurs when
the next card is a king, in which case the exchange is void. This completes the
game, and the winner is the player with the higher-ranked card, with player II
winning in the case of a tie. If the amount bet is one unit, Player I wins 1 or
loses 1.

Describe this game in extensive form (i.e., draw and label the game tree).
Actually, there are too many branches because of the 13 distinguishable cards
each player can have. So we modify the rules: Instead of a 52-card deck, assume
a 12-card deck consisting of jacks, queens, and kings only.

2. Convert to strategic (or normal) form (here 0 denotes Nature):

70 Extensive-form gaines

3.26 Only a partial depiction of a game in extensive form is presented in the accompanying
figure of this exercise. Sketch the information sets describing each of the following
situations.

(a) Player II. at his decision points, knows what Player I selected, but does not know
the result of the chance move.

(b) Player II, at his decision points, knows the result of the chance move (where
relevant). If Player I has selected 7’, Player II knows that this is the case, but
if Player I selected either B or M, Player II does not know which of these two
actions was selected.

(c) Player II, at his decision points, knows both the result of the chance move and
any choice made by Player I.

3.27 (a) What does Player I know, and what does he not know, at each information set in
the following game:

(b) How many strategies has Player I got?
(c) The outcome of the game is the payment to Player I. What do you recommend

Player I should play in this game?

3.28 Flow many strategies has Player II got in the game in the figure in this exercise, in
each of the described situations? Justify your answers.

(a) The information sets of Player II are: {A}, {B. C), (D. E}.
(b) The information sets of Player II are: {A, B), {C}, {D, E).
(c) The information sets of Player II are: {A, B, C}, {D, E}.
(d) The information sets of Player II are: {A, B, D}, (C), {E}.

3.29 Consider the following two-player game.

sets?
(b) Depict the same game as a game in extensive form in which Player II makes his

move prior to the chance move, and Player I makes his move after the chance
move.

(c) Depict the same game as a game in extensive form in which Player I makes his
move prior to the chance move, and Player II makes his move after the chance
move.

3.30 Depict the following situation as a game in extensive form. Two corporations manu
facturing nearly identical chocolate bars are independently considering whether or
not to increase their advertising budgets by $500,000. The sales experts of both
corporations are of the opinion that if both corporations increase their advertising
budgets, they will each get an equal share of the market, and the same result will
ensue if neither corporation increases its advertising budget. In contrast, if one
corporation increases its advertising budget while the other maintains the same level
of advertising, the corporation that increases its advertising budget will grab an 80%
market share, and the other will be left with a 20% market share.
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(a) What does Player II know, and what does he not know, at each of his information
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3. Find I’s expected payoff for each of his pure strategies:
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(a) The information sets of Player II are: (A). (B, C). {D. F).
(b) The information sets of Player II are: (A, B), {C). {D. F).
(c) The information sets of Player II are: (A, B. C), (D, E}.
(d) The information sets of Player 11 are: (A, B, D), (C), {E}.

3.29 Consider the following two-player game.
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(a) ‘What does Player II know, and what does he not know, at each of his information
sets?

(b) Depict the same game as a game in extensive form in which Player II makes his
move prior to the chance move, and Player I makes his move after the chance
move.

(c) Depict the same game as a game in extensive form in which Player I makes his
move prior to the chance move, and Player II makes his move after the chance
move.

3.30 Depict the following situation as a game in extensive form. Two corporations manu
facturing nearly identical chocolate bars are independently considering whether or
not to increase their advertising budgets by S500,00IJ. The sales experts of both
corporations are of the opinion that if both corporations increase their advertising
budgets, they will each get an equal share of the market, and the same result will
ensue if neither corporation increases its advertising budget. In contrast, if one
corporation increases its advertising budget while the other maintains the same level
of advertising, the corporation that increases its advertising budget will grab an 8O
market share, and the other will be left with a 2O’ market share.
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3.26 Only a partial depiction of a game in extensive form is presented in the accompanying
figure of this exercise. Sketch the information sets describing each of the following

(a) Player II, at his decision points, knows what Player I selected, but does not know
the result of the chance move.

(b) Player II, at his decision points, knows the result of the chance move (where
relevant). If Player I has selected T, Player II knows that this is the case, but
if Player I selected either B or M, Player II does not know which of these two
actions was selected.

(c) Player II, at his decision points, knows both the result of the chance move and
any choice made by Player I.

3.27 (a) What does Player I know, and what does he not know, at each information set in
the following game:

BQ<

(c) The outcome of the game is the payment to Player 1. What do you recommend
Player I should play in this game?

3.28 How many strategies has Player II got in the game in the figure in this exercise, in
each of the described situations? Justify your answers.
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(b) How many strategies has Player I got?
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